FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
A modern teardrop trailer loaded with luxury debuts February 15-18, 2018 at the Utah RV Show.
Utah’s own Bean Trailer is designed for adventurers who want the convenience of a modern hotel room
in remote locations. “I love the simplicity and comfort of today’s modern hotel rooms,” said Mark
Harling, founder of Bean Trailer. “Imagine taking a smaller version of that hotel room with you to Moab,
Zions, Yellowstone.” Harling, an avid outdoorsman, spent years looking for an ultra-light teardrop trailer
that delivered the luxury of larger upscale RV’s, without all the hassles of towing a big vehicle. What he
found was a rapidly growing industry (light trailers) lacking refinement and in need of a refresh. “I don’t
like staying in trailers that feel old, cluttered and will quickly fall apart,” said Harling. Bean is different
than traditional teardrop trailers in that it has the fit and finish usually associated with large luxury RV’s
such as Airstream. Unique features of the Bean Trailer include:


Refined cabin with real wood veneer cabinets, accent lighting, Bluetooth speakers, custom
Maharam upholstery and a comfortable queen size mattress.



Durable materials such as high gloss molded fiberglass body panels for years of hassle free
enjoyment.



Lightweight design for easy towing with many 4-cylinder vehicles.



Clever storage systems designed to help you organize a small space.



Flexible kitchen options from basic to fully equipped with stove, sink and 12V refrigerator.



Customizable to express your personality with custom colors and printed vehicle wraps.



Optional Mean Bean off road package that includes a torsion axle with 11 inches of ground
clearance, off road fenders, wheels, all terrain tires and a full-size spare.



Optional solar powered charging system for longer “off-grid” adventures.

Enter a drawing to win a two-night use of Bean at the Utah Sportsman, Vacation and RV Show,
February 15-18, 2018 at the South Towne Expo Center in Sandy. https://greenband.com/rv/
For more information, visit BeanTrailer.com
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